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HYPOTHESIS

Equal Impact of Diffusion and DNA Binding Rates
on the Potential Spatial Distribution
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Abstract—There are two physical processes that influence the spatial distribution of transcription factor molecules entering
the nucleus of a eukaryotic cell, the binding to genomic DNA and the diffusion throughout the nuclear volume. Comparison
of the DNA–protein association rate constant and the protein diffusion constant may determine which one is the limiting
factor. If the process is diffusion-limited, transcription factor molecules are captured by DNA before their even distribution
in the nuclear volume. Otherwise, if the reaction rate is limiting, these molecules diffuse evenly and then find their binding
sites. Using well-studied human NF-κB dimer as an example, we calculated its diffusion constant using the
Debye–Smoluchowski equation. The value of diffusion constant was about 10–15 cm3/s, and it was comparable to the NFκB association rate constant for DNA binding known from previous studies. Thus, both diffusion and DNA binding play an
equally important role in NF-κB spatial distribution. The importance of genome 3D-structure in gene expression regulation and possible dependence of gene expression on the local concentration of open chromatin can be hypothesized from
our theoretical estimate.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297914060121
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To fulfill their cell functions, transcription factors
(TF) and other DNA binding proteins have to migrate
throughout the nucleus in eukaryotes or the cell in
prokaryotes and find their specific binding site on a DNA
strand. It is well known that many such proteins easily
bind not only to their specific DNA motif, but also to a
nonspecific DNA. Thus, it was predicted [1] and then
shown in vivo that E. coli lac-repressor is bound to DNA
during 90% of its lifetime [2]. Similar results were
achieved in the case of some human DNA binding proteins; most of these molecules were also maintained in
bound state on chromatin [3].

Abbreviations: NF-κB, nuclear factor κB (nuclear factor kappalight-chain-enhancer of activated B cells); TF, transcription
factor.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

Due to the fast and sufficient affinity of binding of
TF to nonspecific DNA, the question arises whether
association of TFs to DNA occurs more promptly than
their diffusion-driven distribution throughout the nucleus. If so, the nuclear distribution of proteins will not be
homogenous, i.e. TF molecules will be fixed on DNA
sites close to the nuclear pores through which they have
entered the nucleus (diffusion-limited mode) [4] (figure,
panel (a)). Otherwise, if the diffusion of TFs is faster than
binding to DNA, protein molecules will find their binding sites after even distribution inside the nucleus (reaction-limited mode) [4] (figure, panel (b)). It is of great
interest to calculate using a great deal of biochemical data
on specific human TFs what scenario of the two is more
appropriate (figure). A recent study has disclosed using
next generation sequencing that the human genome is
organized in 3D space as a fractal-like structure [5]. If the
spatial structure of chromosomes is highly determined
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Schematic representation of alternative modes for spatial distribution of transcription factor NF-κB inside the nucleus. a) Diffusion is limiting and protein molecules quickly adhere to open chromatin domains. b) Transcription factor molecules are evenly distributed throughout the
nucleoplasm and then find their binding sites on the open chromatin. According to our calculation, the scenario is intermediate between these
two cases, and transcription factor behavior may be partly limited by diffusion and also depend on the local concentration of open chromatin

and not stochastic, the existence of spatial factor in TF
functioning and overall gene expression mechanisms can
be assumed.
Here we made a theoretical estimate of which of
two processes – diffusion or DNA binding – limits the
distribution of TF throughout the nucleus using human
NF-κB as an example. NF-κB is a crucial transcriptional factor involved in inflammation, immunity, cell differentiation, and cell growth, as well as in cancer. It acts
as a homo- or heterodimer combined of p65 (RelA),
p50, c-Rel, RelB, and p52 protein subunits [6]. NF-κB
p65-p50 heterodimer is the most abundant species of
NF-κB complexes and it is the molecule that we mean
as NF-κB in this report. NF-κB dimer binds to 9-11-bp
κB sites of promoter and enhancer regions of its target
genes.
To predict the mode of NF-κB distribution in the
nucleus, the data by Bergkvist et al. [7] was used where
kinetics of p65-p50 dimer binding to DNA was disclosed.
In those experiments a DNA fragment was anchored on a
surface plasmon resonance chip, and a protein-binding
site at the DNA can therefore be conceived as an immobile sphere. This approximation can be further used for
describing TF binding sites in the cell, where a single
binding site represents a part of a huge DNA molecule,

which is substantially less mobile than a TF molecule.
Then consider a protein as a mobile sphere that is moving
across the nucleus as a result of 3D diffusion.
According to the Debye–Smoluchowski equation
[4], the upper limit of the rate constant for a diffusioncontrolled reaction is calculated by the formula:
kSmol = 4πf(DA + DB)(rA + rB),

(1)

where DA and DB are diffusion coefficients of protein and
DNA, respectively; rA + rB is a reaction radius; f is a factor that takes into account electrostatic interaction.
If the DNA is fixed in space according to our model,
then DB = 0. At the same time, the diffusion coefficient of
TF is calculated by the Stokes–Einstein equation,
DA = kT/6πηr,

(2)

where r is the hydrodynamic radius of the protein and η
is the dynamic viscosity of the solution, i.e. the nucleoplasm. The hydrodynamic radius of NF-κB p65-p50
dimer can be approximately estimated as 4.3 nm as compared to such radius of hexokinase enzyme with molecular weight of 102 kDa [8]. The nucleoplasm dynamic
viscosity as measured in vivo is about 4-8 cP [9, 10].
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Thus, for the calculation we can use a viscosity value of
6 cP, i.e. 6·10−2 Pa·s. Substitute the estimated values in
Eq. (2):
1.38·10–23 J/K · 298 K
DA = _______________________ =
6π·6.0·10–2 Pa·s · 4.3·10–9 m
= 8.4·10–9 cm2/s = 0.84 µm2/s .
Take the reaction radius rA + rB to be 0.5 nm [11]. In
the nucleus, the f coefficient of Eq. (2) can be considered
to be 1 due to the high ionic strength, which minimizes
the electrostatic component in a reaction between molecules. Then,
kSmol = 4π · 8.4·10–9 cm2/s · 0.5·10–7 cm = 5.2·10–15 cm3/s.
Using the viscosity value as published [9, 10] and Eq.
(1) that connects diffusion coefficient with viscosity, we
should keep in mind that the calculation is made on the
assumption that a nucleoplasm is a homogeneous liquid
and diffusion takes place homogeneously in space.
Correspondingly, we calculate the lower limit for the diffusionally determined part of the rate constant. In general, macromolecular structures in the cellular space make
diffusion of smaller molecules faster, because these structures serve as channels that facilitate migration by the
reduction of space dimensionality. However, in case of
chromatin, the situation may be different if we suggest
that protein complex is sliding along a DNA strand. Very
coiled DNA domains may apparently retain TF migration, despite fast linear diffusion of protein complexes
sliding along the DNA strand. For example, it takes about
55 min for p53 tumor suppressor with linear diffusion
coefficient of 1.4⋅106 bp2/s [12] to run over a short distance of 100,000 bp.
The next step is to estimate the rate constant for the
DNA–TF reaction. The rate constant for the association
of TFs with their binding sites on DNA strand is in the
range between 106 and 107 M–1·s–1 depending on the considered transcription factor [6, 13, 14]. As proposed earlier, the value of the association rate constant for TF
binding to nonspecific DNA does not exceed this value
[13]. As measured before, NF-κB binds to its specific
DNA site with rate constant ka = 1.2·106 M–1·s–1 [14].
Let us recalculate the ka and compare it with the diffusion constant kSmol computed before:
kα' = kα/NA = (1.2·106 M–1·s–1)/(6.3·1025 mol–1) =
= 2·10–15 cm3/s.
Thus, NF-κB dimer rate constants for diffusion and
for binding to specific DNA are substantially the same,
and therefore neither of these processes can be critically
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limiting. In the nucleus, substantially equal contribution
of diffusion and DNA binding can be expected, and this
may lead us to important speculations.
First, as DNA binding can occur at a rate close to the
diffusion rate, a spatial factor may play important role
when TF molecules enter the nucleus. In other words, if
a long distance inside the nucleus spans between such
molecules and their open binding sites, TFs may never
reach this place being in a maze of closely located open
chromatin domains. The hypothesis about possible polarity and nonhomogeneity of the nuclear envelope in the
context of macromolecular transport is in good correspondence with the background of chromosome territories and 3D-genome organization [15, 16].
Moreover, a population of TF molecules entered into
the nucleus may be entrapped by the chromatin if the
local concentration of open binding sites on DNA is sufficient. In this context, the spatial organization of gene
transcription is of high interest. Coexpressed genes regulated by the same TF are expected to be brought together
spatially. This phenomenon is already observed on the
level of neighboring genes [17], but it should be studied
on the genome-wide scale [18].
Thus, spatial aspects of gene expression are waiting
experimental deciphering, which is important for understanding of cell division, differentiation, molecular cancer, and other crucial cell functions. In this field, protein
(e.g. TF) mobility map studies [19] should meet highthroughput genomic experiments of gene expression and
TF distribution [20].
The model that is used for this communication is
very simplified. Important areas that consider the tiny
chromatin structure and regulation, molecular dynamics of TF and their competition for binding sites, their
regulation by cofactors, etc. are out of the scope of the
model. Nevertheless, even such a simplified approach
makes us believe that the regulation of transcription by
TF can be limited not only by reaction between TFs and
DNA, but also by diffusion of these proteins inside the
nucleus.
The authors thank Ms. Lidia Semenikhina for her
kind help in figure preparation.
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